If you would like to register your child for Afterschool Activities, you must read the
following regulations and by registering your child you declare that you accept and will
follow these regulations:
General Rules about Supervision of Children:
If your child is registered for a class starting at 12:20, you must inform their class teacher
that they will be taking part in an AA course. If your child is scheduled for MoMi on that
day, you must inform MoMi.
If your child is booked for a 13:20 course, they must either be registered for MoMi or you
(the legal guardian) must pick them up at 12:20 and bring them back to the school for
their course at 13:20.
If your child is booked for a 13:20 course, they cannot hang around the school
unsupervised by an adult until their course begins.
If your child is not registered for MoMi, they MUST be picked up immediately after their
course is finished (ie 13:20 for a 12:20 course).
These rules are valid for any course that does not begin immediately after school
is finished each day.
If your child is found unsupervised on or outside of the school grounds, you will
be contacted and kindly reminded of these rules. The second time your child is
not picked up immediately after their course or arrangements have not been made
for your child for between school end and their course begin (ie MoMi or Parent
Pick-Up), your child will no longer be allowed to participate in the AA course.
The Afterschool Activities cannot provide supervision for these times. The school
has the MoMi/NaMi for these situations and otherwise the supervision falls to the
parents.
General Rules about Lunch Time:
Your child can bring a snack for their 12:20 class or they must wait to eat until after the
class when they have returned to Momi or have been picked up by their legal guardian.
If your child is booked for a 13:20 course, they cannot eat lunch in the canteen by
themselves due to the COVID regulations. They also cannot bring a packed lunch and
eat in the canteen or anywhere else inside or outside of the school grounds unless with
a parent/guardian.
COVID Rules:
The children must follow the same COVID regulations during AA courses as they would
in their classrooms. Please see the school COVID regulations if you need to check them.
The course instructors must all follow the 3G rules and the school’s COVID Regulations
Courses that take place in classrooms have limited class numbers to comply with
regulations.

